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Branch Programme
Special Note:

In the event of any late change to the programme, everyone on the distribution
list for this newsletter will receive an emails advising the details of the change.

During April 2022
At Hitchin (19:30- 22:00, doors open from 19:00)
12th April

On Shed

Robert Warburton

At Welwyn Garden City (14:00-16:30, doors open from 13:30)
26th April

A Modern Image – Not Quite

Peter Robins

During May 2022
At Hitchin (19:30- 22:00, doors open from 19:00)
10th May

The Bridge is Down – The Tay Bridge Disaster

Dr Rudi Newman

At Welwyn Garden City (14:00-16:30, doors open from 13:30)
31st May

Half a Century has Passed

Geoff May

Donations will be requested for attendance branch meetings – these, together with book sales, go
towards the costs of hiring the venues, speakers expenses/fees and the provision of tea/coffee &
biscuits during the meeting. These are currently £2 for members and £3.50 for non-members.

Hitchin meetings are held at Tilehouse Street Baptist Church Hall, Upper Tilehouse Street, Hitchin
SG5 2EE
Welwyn Garden City meetings are held at the Methodist Church, Ludwick Way/Cole Green Lane
junction, Welwyn Garden City, Herts AL7 3PN

“Zoom” Virtual Presentations
Some RCTS branches are offering Zoom virtual presentations. In addition, there are “national” Zoom
presentations (on the fourth Thursday of each month). Details of these can be found on the RCTS
website (and in the Railway Observer). Members can register and then take part in any of these
events.
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Chairman’s Platform
Thank you to those (few) members who attended our branch AGM on 8th March.
Although the formal business didn’t take long (as usual) it is an important
contribution to the running of the branch. In this copy of Railway Ramblings there
is a brief report on the proceedings.
In April we continue with traditional (real) meetings. The number of attendees at meetings is picking
up again and if you are one of those who has not yet ventured back you are always welcome. As I
have said before, with our relatively straightforward set of rules (our “Protocol”, which is republished
as the final page of this newsletter), you should be able to attend meetings with confidence. However,
I accept that nothing can make our meetings absolutely safe and I respect the view of those who will
still feel that to be a step too far too soon. For those members, and those who are unable to make the
journey to meetings, there will be the “national” Zoom presentations. Details of these can be found in
the Railway Observer.
I end on a sad note. On 6 March Mary Cole, the wife of our Vice President David Cole, passed away
after a short illness. Many of you will know David – he is a local Branch member and was founder of
both Watford and Hitchin & Welwyn Garden City RCTS Branches. Over the years Mary was an
attendee at many RCTS national events when accompanying David and will be fondly remembered
by many members throughout the country.
On behalf of our Branch, I send our condolences to the family.
Steve Lacey

Branch AGM – Brief Report
Unfortunately, the Branch AGM, held at Hitchin on 8 March, was very poorly attended. However, the
essential business was carried out and those present shared recent experiences. Despite all of the
difficulties over the past two years, when Covid-19 dramatically altered our way of life and “Zoom”
came to the rescue enabling meetings of a sort, the financial reserves held by the Branch mean that
we are still “in a good place”.
The same committee continues into this next year and, thanks to Dave Elsdon’s work, we have an
exciting programme ahead.
Perhaps the most significant thing that came out of this AGM was that we agreed that next year (2023)
the AGM evening will also feature a full presentation. Although this carries a potential logistical issue,
in that we can never be sure just how long it will take for the AGM element of the evening, it should
encourage more members to attend. Well, that’s the belief of those at the 2022 AGM!

Local Observations
As I noted at the end of last month’s report, I have had to suspend my reports
until I can get back into the railway group of which I was a member and can be
sure of providing a good area overview.
Dave Elsdon
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Mid-Suffolk Light Railway The HRA Award Presented at Last!
After being much delayed by the various phases of Covid-19 restrictions, the day finally arrived for
the actual presentation of the Heritage Railway Association’s Morgan Award to the Mid-Suffolk Light
Railway. The star of the show was “Shreddie”, a rather minute diesel shunter, which enjoyed a working
life at the Shredded Wheat factory in Welwyn Garden City. (The story of “Shreddie” featured
previously in the July 2021 issue of Railway Ramblings.)

On 26 February 2022, thankfully a very pleasant sunny and dry day, Steve Oates CEO of the HRA
visited Brockford station at Wetheringsett to present the prestigious award to John Stark, Chairman
of the MSLR. The restoration team and many MSLR members were present, along with a few invited
guests (including your editor).

“Shreddie” is a 1934 diesel
mechanical 0-4-0 locomotive built
for
the
Shredded
Wheat
Company’s Welwyn Garden City
factory by Fowler of Leeds. After
falling out use, it was eventually
bought in a very decrepit state by
Mr. Tony Goff, who took it to
brothers Neal and Nigel Davis, for
restoration at their works near
Attleborough in Norfolk.

Neal and Nigel, who are both members and volunteers at the Mid-Suffolk Light Railway and, by
general consent, in charge of the Middy’s diesel fleet, due to their enthusiasm and expertise for all
things internal combustion, set-to to return the rusting hulk into a working locomotive again.

After only 6-months work and the
support of owner Tony, ‘Shreddie’
was delivered in full working order
to the Brockford headquarters of
the Middy, where it has remained
ever since as a valued member of
the railway’s motive power
complement.
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“Shreddie” is now usually to be found heading the works train whenever help is needed on track or
trackside maintenance and, more recently, engaged on the MSLR extension project. It has also now
been fitted with vacuum brakes and can be used on passenger trains, although as Neal said, ‘It is so
low geared it might be quicker to walk!”

Steve Oates (HRA) presents the award to John
Stark (MSLR Chairman)

The commemorative HRA plaque
Photos: John Dossett

Owner Tony Goff is absolutely delighted that his engine has become an award winner, but quick to
give credit to the Middy team for their skill and the opportunity for the “proper work” the railway now
provides for his ‘Shreddie’.
During the day, there was the opportunity to travel the line and to find out more about the MSLR – but
more of that in the next issue of Railway Ramblings.
Incidentally, there had been plans to bring “Shreddie” to Welwyn Garden City in 2020 as part of the
town’s centenary celebrations. Unfortunately, Covid-19 put an end to those plans.
John Dossett
(Using some material reproduced with kind permission of the MSLR)

Epping & Ongar Re-Opens
and 10th Anniversary and Steam
Gala News
From 2 April 2022, the EOR is again open Saturdays and Sundays, and also Fridays during the main
school summer holiday period. Even on “standard days” there will be both steam and diesel trains,
plus heritage buses - and the same applies to many of their special events. All three heritage transport
experiences are included within an Epping Ongar Railway ticket.
All travel tickets are flexible so that you can start your journey at any location and tailor your day out
to suit your requirements, and you can travel on each heritage transport more than once, though at
peak times a fair usage policy applies.
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The Epping Ongar Railway will be holding a 4-day celebration of the Railway's 10 Years of operations
and to coincide with the long Bank Holiday of the Queen's Platinum Jubilee. The event takes place
over 4 days from 2 to 5 June and will be both a celebration of the EOR’s 10 years and also a steam
gala - with a special visitor. The diesel fleet will be featured during the event to reflect the wider range
of heritage traction available.
The Epping Ongar Railway opened in May 2012 with an impressive display by 4953 Pitchford Hall
and this locomotive will feature in the line-up on the Thursday (2 June) alongside their fleet of diesel
locomotives. Friday 3 June and Saturday 4 June will see an impressive steam gala and is expected
to feature British Railways standard Class 4 locomotive, 75069, on its first visit away from the Severn
Valley since its overhaul. Sunday 5 June, is expected to be a mixed traction day and feature a
selection of steam and diesel locomotives in operation.

75069 seen here on on the Severn Valley Railway.

Picture credit: K Pickersgill

Please visit the EOR website at: www.eorailway.co.uk for full details of these events.

Exhibitions
At last! Especially those of you who indulge in modelling railways, there is the welcome return of a
local exhibition:

23 April
The De Havilland Model Railway Society
At the Methodist Church, Ludwick Way, Welwyn Garden City. This is the same venue that we use for
RCTS meetings. There will be an RCTS stand.
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Chinnor & Princes Risborough Railway

The railway re-opened for public services on Mothers’ Day, 27th March. With just over 3.5 miles of
track connecting Chinnor to the mainline at Princes Risborough, this small standard-gauge heritage
line travels through very pleasant scenery and provides a great day-out. This railway is wholly
operated by volunteers and in 2019 over 63,000 passenger journeys were made.

GWR 0-6-0PT, on hire from the South Devon Railway for 2022, arriving at Chinnor Station.
One particularly useful thing for the railway photographer is that the C&PRR provides advice on several
vantage points which may be of interest:

Footbridge adjoining the road bridge at Chinnor
This position affords a safe view of the trains leaving and returning to Chinnor. You look down into a
cutting with the track on a falling gradient toward you. Access is via the car park, cross over the main
road and turn left to the footbridge.
Keens Lane (Donkey Lane) and Chinnor Bank
Trains to your right will be completing their climb out of the cutting and will approach on a gentle curve.
Trains on your left will be ascending Chinnor Bank on their return journey. Access on foot takes about
12-15 minutes - as above but walk over the footbridge and take the first right turning (no access to
cars), follow the lane and turn right into Church Road. After passing the church and shops, turn right
into Keens Lane. Keeping to the left-hand side the road becomes a trackway and leads you to the
railway crossing.
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So as not to alarm the train driver, please stand clear of the crossing and behind the gates. It really is
common sense as getting too close to any moving train is dangerous, even on a heritage line. For
those with telephoto capabilities and anyone looking to video the train in the landscape, then go over
the crossing (keeping a sharp lookout for trains) and after a short distance, turn left into the open
fields and follow the path to Wainhill or Bledlow.
Wainhill Crossing
It is strongly recommend that you walk from Keens Lane (see above) as there are no parking or
turning facilities available at the level crossing, which serves the very small hamlet of Wainhill. When
the trains are running any visitors arriving on foot are invariably made welcome by the Gateman.
When the gates are open to road traffic views of the rising gradient to Chinnor can be obtained and
in the opposite direction the line drops away from the crossing towards Bledlow.
Bledlow Village
This location offers the photographer an excellent view of the railway and across the Vale taking
in Bedlow Village Cricket Club grounds. If you are arriving by car then turn off the B4009 into West
Lane (signposted Bledlow) and continue under the railway bridge and then park in the vicinity of
the “Lions of Bedlow” public house. Footpaths in front of the pub will lead you to the view described
above.
Horsenden Lane Crossing
This location offers splendid views of the railway and surrounding fields. If you are arriving by car then
turn off the B4009 very close to the former railway bridge just outside Princes Risborough. This bridge
once carried the branch to Oxford via Thame, but is now part of the Sustrans Phoenix Trail. After
turning off the main road follow the track up a slight hill to the small parking area between the old
bridge and Horsenden Crossing. Please do remember to keep the crossing clear.
Finally, if you have any cracking photographs that you feel may be of interest to C&PRR visitors and
which could be used on their website or in other publicity, please get in touch with them on
contactenquiries@chinnorrailway.co.uk They will need your copyright permission, and where
possible the location and date information.
(Information courtesy of the C&PRR)

A Note from the Editor
Really more of a plea – Almost from the start of the pandemic I have produced a
much larger newsletter than we were used to receiving beforehand. This has been
achieved mainly due to the preparedness of readers to also contribute articles.
I do now need more of you to become contributors. I know that many of you think you have little or
nothing to offer, but please think again as you almost certainly have recollections of holidays, days
out, childhood and/or work experience which many would be happy to read about. Even if you can’t
find words, you probably have photos old or recent.
You can contact me at hitchinnewsletter@rcts.org.uk or look out for me at Branch meetings.
John Dossett
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Nene Valley Railway
Easter Special Event

For more details visit the NVR website: https://nvr.org.uk
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Recollections of Visiting the North Norfolk Railway
- Paddy Carey
In 2005 my wife and l had a holiday in Blakeney, Norfolk, and we were conveniently close to the North
Norfolk Railway and Weybourne station. She is also interested in railways as she used to bunk a ride
on the Consett coal trains as they laboured up near her home in Beamish and the trains would slow
to walking pace. As a student she took her younger brother on tours in her mini to record the last
days of steam. So, she was eager to see some real steam in operation, as was l.

We stopped on the Sheringham
Road and were fortunate tto
see City of Truro approaching
Weybourne. We parked near
Weybourne station and enjoyed
the smell of a steam engine that
neither of us had experienced
for many, many years.

In the station was a maroon
coach with what looked like a
verandah and l have not been
able so far to find anything
further on this. Was it an
Inspection coach? Perhaps
someone reading this article
can provide me with more
information about it.

(Editor: As you see, Paddy is keen to hear readers who have more information. If you will contact me
in the first instance then I can put Paddy in touch with you.)
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Also in the station was 31 207, in a sorry state l thought at the time. But looking at the pictures now it
has an odd appeal - so many preserved diesels are in pristine condition which is not how l remember
them other than ex-works or new.
City of Truro was in the station but whether it did, or did not, exceed 100 mph l will not comment. On
an excursion in 1957 behind this locomotive with 8 coaches O S Nock recorded a speed of 84 mph
at Poole Sidings. He was horrified to see it later at Didcot, shunting vehicles about the station.

I was pleased to see a coach in Teak
livery, which l found was a Gresley Buffet
Car from 1937.

The next two pictures show B12 61572 emerging from under the road bridge and simmering in the
platform. It reminded me of a quiz question l posed at the Hertford and Ware Railway Society - ‘Where
in 2008 was a P43 “converted” to a B12?’. The answer was the Great Eastern pub sign in Hertford but the answer was lost in a heated discussion by older members as to what the sign was prior to the
P43. Most seemed to think it was a Claude Hamilton but it was a heated discussion!
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While scrabbling in my digital photos l found some old film photographs from my Olympus OM 10 of
a visit earlier, probably 2004. The pictures l took then seem much better than those on my digital
camera but l was still learning how to use it. The quality may have suffered though in transferring it to
digital form.

The B12 looks in really fine condition and the LNER 8009 is a J94. Apparently, one was used on the
Cromford and High Peak railway and had to negotiate some tight curves.
It was a good visit which we both enjoyed and more were to come. I hope someone reading this article
can help me out with more information, especially about the veranda coach.
Paddy Carey

The April Presentations (1)
On Shed
Presenter - Robert Warburton
12th April at Hitchin

Visits to sheds, large and small,
around the UK.

60124 pictured here at Darlington
on 27 August 1965

Photo: Robert Warburton
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The April Presentations (2)
A Modern Image – Not Quite
Presenter – Peter Robins
26th April at Welwyn Garden City

40095 heading south near the England-Scotland border at Marshall Meadows in September 1975
Having been a lifelong railway enthusiast, my main interest is photographing the working railway
whether it be steam, or other forms of traction. I retired from the railway industry in 2016 after 42 years,
all of which was based on the former Western Region. I have travelled extensively at home and abroad
photographing the working railway scene with an emphasis of trains in their surroundings. With the
advent of the HST, we were told that we now had a modern railway. My presentation is a tour of the
regions of British Rail mainly in the 1970's & 1980's showing that we still had a long way to go to be
a modern railway and much steam-age infrastructure and practices were still in place.
Whilst I have always lived and worked in the former Western Region, the sight and sound of two
Deltics ("Meld" & "Pinza") at Kings Cross made a lasting impression on a young trainspotter and gave
me a real soft spot for the Eastern Region.
Peter Robins

Aerial Photos – English Heritage Collection
I appreciate that many of you may already be aware of this collection of aerial photos, but I only
came across them recently and find them totally fascinating:
Aerial Photo Explorer – Over 400,000 aerial photos in Historic England's digitised collections | Historic England

Be prepared to find that viewing these can be very time consuming!
John Dossett
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The April Puzzle – Martin Elms
Similar to the puzzles in the previous few issues, but this time the first letter of the correct answers to
the following questions will spell a famous railway engineer.

1. The name of loco 5972
2. Name of a very steep incline
3. Loco depot 40B
4. Isle of Wight town with stations Town and
West
5. Name of Electric loco 27000
6. Midland line tunnel near Hawes Junction

7.? Temple Meads station
8. Name of loco 61028
9. GW station where you change for Looe
10. Station at the end of the branch from
Wick
11. New ? Loco depot at Peterborough
12. Name of loco 34017
13. Western station without any trains

Best of luck! My solution is on page 18.
Martin Elms

The Hatfield to Hertford Line
Following the popular and enjoyable presentation (February 22) from Alistair Cameron on “The
Varying Fortunes of the Hatfield to St Albans Railway” our Secretary contacted Peter Paye, the author
of “The Hatfield to Hertford Line”, to see if he would give us a similar presentation. Unfortunately due
to personal circumstances he declined the invitation. However, he is giving a talk to the Hoddesdon
Railway Circle about the line and book. The details for this are Monday 25 April, starting at 8pm, in
The Methodist Church Hall, Middlefield Road, Hoddesdon EN11 9ED and all are welcome.
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Workshop Wanderings – Steve Lacey
As promised last month, this piece will be a biography of the Danish F Class 0-6-0 tank No 656, locally
known as “Tinkerbell”, due to its steam operated warning bell. Don’t say that anywhere near a Disney
executive or they will sue!
656 was built in 1949, so is actually younger than 92 Squadron. She looks older because after the
Second World War, Denmark was very short of locomotives and in order to build quickly, they turned
to a design by Otto Busse from 1898! As all the patterns and plans from the original batch of 105
Class F locos (built 1898 – 1923) were available, they could be turned out quickly and were a known
successful design. Hence, another 15 were built by Frichs of Aarhus in Denmark in 1949. When 92
Squadron and 656 were next to each other in the restoration shed, I would tell tours that, 92 Squadron
was “State of the Art” when built in 1948, whereas 656 was “State of the Ark” when built in 1949!
656’s appearance is also strange to our eyes, as she has a very unusual form of outside motion,
known as Trick-Allan valve gear. Developed in parallel by Herr Trick of German Railway Engineering
and Alexander Allan of the LNWR, it had been long since superseded in British railway practice. As
656 moves along, it is mesmerising to watch. She also has a huge dome cover held in place only by
its huge weight! In 2014 I was lucky enough go to Denmark with Inside Track and whilst there we
visited “ Veteranbanen Bryrup-Vrands”. What a surprise to see Danish F Class 658, built at the same
time as our 656!

They were built for shunting (especially on and off railway ferries), light freight and light passenger
work, surviving in Danish State Railway (DSB) use until the late 60’s. 656 was then stored at Aarhus
depot, until purchased by a private buyer in 1975 and brought to the NVR. Here she worked until 1986,
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when she was failed with a bulged and cracked copper firebox. Due to the price of copper at the time,
the firebox was thought to be beyond economic repair and so 656 was laid aside. By 2003 the price
of copper had reduced and new copper welding techniques had improved to the point that boiler repair
was now possible. In the meantime, the Nene Valley Railway had acquired ownership of 656 due to
the generosity of its most recent owner and so dismantling commenced. The boiler was sent away for
repair and most of the remaining locomotive was refurbished “in house”. All Danish locomotives have
a red and white enamelled band, the colours of the Danish flag, around their chimney. This had
sustained damage over the years and a new part was sourced from the obvious place...the Isle of
Wight! Why there? Well, they produce all the enamel signs for the London Underground! Inevitably
Covid-19 got in the way, but on the 28 July 2021 the boiler returned to Wansford on a rigid 8-wheeler
with a “Hyab”. No steam crane needed here for this lightweight boiler!
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Once the boiler had been turned round and lowered into the frames, 656 was brought back into the
workshop where the team then set about reassembling the kit of parts, with a hoped -for entry back
into service this summer (2022).
PS Hyab is an abbreviation for Hydraulische Abstellvorrichtung..........Hydraulic crane to you and me!
Steve Lacey

Corrections!
For the eagle-eyed amongst our readers, you may have noticed a couple of slip-ups in the March
issue. These were picked up by Steve Lacey but, because of a production issue, could not be
amended without delaying the issue:
Page 6 At the end of Martin Elm's short story, in the sentence (near the end) starting "I retraced my
steps", “stoned” should have read “stone”.
Page 10 In Paddy Carey's article, in the paragraph under the final picture, “Plymouth Laura” should
have read “Plymouth Laira”.

As editor I was recently amused by the following:
A priest, a pastor and a rabbit walked into a blood donation clinic. The nurse asked the rabbit “what
blood group are you?”
“I’m probably a Type O”, said the rabbit.

Puzzle Solutions
Solution to the puzzle in this issue (page 14):
1. Olton Hall. 2. Lickey. 3. Immingham. 4. Ventnor. 5. Electra. 6. Rise Hill. 7. Bristol.
8. Umseke. 9. Liskeard. 10. Lybster. 11. England. 12. Ilfracombe. 13. Dartmouth.
Solution: OLIVER BULLEID
Martin Elms

Newsletter Distribution
This e-newsletter is distributed by the Branch Chairman (Steve Lacey). If you do not currently receive
a copy directly but would like to do so, provide him with your email address and you will be added to
the list. Conversely, if you currently receive a copy but wish to be taken off the distribution list then
please advise him accordingly. Steve’s email address is gricersteve@hotmail.com
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Protocol for Keeping Safe at Branch Meetings
Now we are again holding real meetings the safety of all of our members continues to be paramount.

Coming to branch meetings might be nice-to-do but is almost certainly not something to do unless
there is virtually no risk. Many of us are of an age where catching Covid-19 could carry serious
consequences. The following measures will apply at our meetings in order to provide you, our
members, with a safe low-risk environment.

•

Do not come to meetings if you are feeling unwell.

•

Be considerate and use a face mask when in close proximity to others.

•

Use the hand-sanitisers as you enter, and after touching surfaces.

•

Move seats to feel “comfortable” and please use the same seat throughout the
meeting.

•

Maintain “social distancing” as much as possible.

•

At the end of the meeting, apply hand-sanitiser as you leave.

•

Should you test positive for Covid-19 or have symptoms within fourteen days of
attending a meeting please let the Branch Secretary know.

As usual there will be a register of those attending and this will be used to assist in contact tracing
should the need arise.
If we all follow the rules our meetings should be a safe environment.

Steve Lacey (Branch Chairman)

Railway Ramblings is published by the committee of the Hitchin & Welwyn Garden City Branch of The Railway
Correspondence & Travel Society. Such committee does not endorse any personal opinions expressed in this
publication. The committee comprises Steve Lacey (Chairman), David Elsdon (Secretary), Paul Holloway
(Treasurer), John Dossett (Newsletter Editor), Roger Moulden and Adrian Scrutton. The Railway
Correspondence & Travel Society is a Charitable Incorporated Organisation Registered with the Charities
Commission.
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